region. In the experiments reported here we have used our ionbeam-luminescence apparatus to examine both visible and vuv emissions from H3. We report the first observations of a uv continuum attributed to bound-free transitions in the H3 molecule. We also show that vibrationally cool H3+ ions are essential precursors for the production of radiating states of H3.
The crossed-beam apparatus used in these experiments has been described elsewhere. ' with radiative decay, will be faster for H3 than for D3. From Fig. 2 we note that the D2+-K continuum has the predicted shifts toward longer wavelength when the D2+ ion beam is quenched. ' Under that condition both the B ' X"+ X 'Xs+ Lyman bands and the a Xs+ b X"+ continuum from D2 are clearly evident. The D3 -K continuum, which lies in the same region as the D2 continuum, was found to parallel the decrease in intensity of the visible bands as the source pressure was reduced (Fig. 2) , but A. ," is shifted only slightly. At total disappearance of the D3+-K continuum only the Lyman line of D was present, but under no set of conditions were the Lyman bands from D2 observed. When the D3+ beam was further relaxed Lyman-n emission disappeared (Fig. 2) .
We believe that the correlation between the pressure dependences of the uv and visible spectra (Fig. 1) , together with the observed isotopic differences (H3+ vs D3+) and the dissimilarities between D2+-K and D3+-K spectra, rule out D2(a Xs+) as the emitting species in the D3+-K continuum, which leaves D3 as the only possible source of radiation. This conclusion is supported by our observation that, unlike the case for H3+ and D3+, H2+ and D2+ formed under similar source conditions produce nearly identical spectra and emission intensities in collisions with K atoms.
Because we are dealing with an essentially structureless emission continuum (structureless at least under our present resolution) it is not possible to determine unequivocally the source of radiation. We believe that the evidence presented above provides a compelling case for D3, however, the possibility of dissociative processes leading to radiating D2 exists. However, spin-rule considerations cannot preclude production of either singlet or triplet states of D2 in such collisions, and there is no reason to presume that one would be favored over the other. Since absence of the Lyman bands in the D3+ -K continuum establishes that D2(B 'X"+) is not formed, it therefore seems unlikely that D2(a Xs+) is produced. Furthermore, it may be seen in Fig. 3 
